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What if you could…
Are you an NLP Practitioner and wanting to develop your skills further? To
SUPERCHARGE them and elevate you to the next level?
Do you want to unlock the fullest potential in yourself, and refine your skills to
assist your clients to master their lives?
Do you want results?
Are you willing to engage, learn and transform in just 13 days?
THIS is the course for you.
Master Results is the only NLP training company in Central Queensland which offers
Master Practitioner level certification.
FOUR certifications in just ONE intensive course.





Master NLP Practitioner Certification
Master NLP Coach Practitioner Certification
Master Time Line Therapy® Practitioner Certification
Hypnosis Practitioner Certification

Yes the FULL Master Practitioner Certification. Four qualifications in one training. Take
your skills to the ultimate level and get results TODAY!
Are you ready to take charge and TRANSFORM??!!
Become the person you have always wanted to be. Remove all remaining hurdles and be
totally congruent within yourself to reach your GOALS! Develop your NLP skills to the
MASTER LEVEL and align all the forces and energies that control every aspect of your
thoughts, feelings, and behaviours. Master your business and career. Master your
relationships. Master your health. Master your mind and take the quantum leap in your
consciousness!
This course is transformative… and for you!
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Accelerated Master NLP Program is for people who want to take their skills in NLP
to the Master level.

1. Master Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP)
Quantum Linguistic – Conversational Change
 Learn how to dissolve limiting beliefs by the use of language alone
 Learn 16 ways to squash any type of objection in any area (Sleight of mouth)
 Learn the tools to remove problems with simply the use of your conversation
 Discover deeply unconscious barriers to your success and remove them!
 Learn Quantum Thinking for creating rapid results!

Values
 Learn Values level thinking so you are able to not only track your own level of
consciousness, you will identify the Values level thinking in those you work with to
enable you to align your services to produce even more powerful results.
 Understand the importance of Values,
 Discover how to elicit Values, and how they drive behaviours
 Align your values in different areas of life that matter most to you – Business/Career,
Relationships, Health/Fitness.
 Learn how to identify and remove any part of your values that limit your growth
 Get rid of values conflicts (e.g. I want flexibility in my career, but I provide a service to
clients and must be there for them)

Advanced SubModalities techniques
 Learn how to take your skills with SubModalities to the next level to produce mind
blowing changes
 Create permanent change through changing the hardwired neurological drivers
controlling your feelings
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Advanced Strategies
 Develop your skills with Strategies by learning how to install strategies to change or
install ANY behaviour.
 Learn to modify and change any strategy that is no longer assisting you in your life.

Modelling
 NLP is all about creating excellence. Modelling is the essential element for success!
Identify and assess any behaviour from any successful person and learn how to install it
in yourself.
 Learn how to replicate the success of the world’s best and produce the results in your
life NOW.

NLP Training Design & Presentation Skills
 Learn how to design a presentation to engage an entire audience, addressing the various
learning styles of your audience, to support them to engage and gain value from your
presentation.
 Learn how to present with the confidence of a leading speaker!

2. Time Line Therapy® Master Level
 Learn how to take a Detailed Personal History of your client so you can identify the
patterns within the problem and recover the underlying context of the ‘problem’. This
process will enable you to solve ANY problem and become a bulletproof coach!
 Clean out every negative emotion from your past that has kept you prisoner.
 Learn and develop Master level skills in Time Line Therapy®
 Develop skills associated with Past Life Regression and how to access both your clients
and your own past lives for ultimate healing and power.
 Learn the structure and process of conducting a breakthrough session to create
OUTSTANDING results with your clients.
 WOW!! Experience your OWN personal breakthrough session!! This is your
opportunity to take yourself to the next level in your personal life and coaching ability!
Time to remove any residual limiting thoughts, negative emotions and every limiting
behaviour that has sabotaged you up until now and create internal alignment to create
anything you want in your life!!
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3. NLP Coach Master Practitioner
This meets the standard of the ABNLP (American and Australia) & ABNLP Coaching Division so
you have a worldwide recognition to coach from all over the world and coach people from all
over the world!
 Fine tune your coaching skills and processes to create a foundation in your coaching
business.
 Develop your sales skills to the next level.
 Learn the most important models for sustained rapid success for your clients.
 Learn how to create the superior results in both personal and business coaching.
 Learn the business building skills to create a 6 figure and 7 figure business!

4. Hypnosis Practitioner
Develop a fundamental understanding of Hypnosis. Learn Ericksonian techniques for
working with a large range of individuals. Milton Erickson was the founding father of
modern day Hypnosis, and through his creative indirect permissive skills, developed a
method of producing significant change in individuals.
Learn the art of bio-feedback to communicate directly with your unconscious mind.
In this certification you will learn:


History of Hypnosis



Suggestibility Tests



Inductions



Post Hypnotic Suggestions



Practical training and skill development

MAKE THE DECISION AND TAKE ACTION TODAY!
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YOUR INVESTMENT

MR student

Full Rate

$5695.00

$6195.00

ACCELERATED NLP MASTER PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATION TRAINING
Training price includes:





NLP Master Practitioner Manual (provided at training)
20 hours of Master Practitioner Audio Pre-Study (valued at $995)
Time Line Therapy® and the Basis of Personality (book) (valued at $55)
Hypnosis: A comprehensive Guide (book) (valued at $65)

When You Study With Us, You Will Be Able to Use NLP

Use your skills in:
Business and Personal Coaching
All Modes of Business including Sales and Communication
Learning and Educational Coaching
To Create Change and Growth on a Personal Level
Therapy and Relationship Coaching

To register call Sara on 07 4921 1140 or visit www.masterresults.com.au
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SARA ENGLISH-

YOUR COACH AND TRAINER

Sara has always had a passion for assisting
people to achieve and to improve, to being the
best version of themselves.
Sara’s background is in psychology, and with a
growing interest in human behaviour and
motivations for change, Sara continued her
learning and welcomed the world of NLP, Time
Line Therapy® and Hypnotherapy, which
enabled her to not only embrace her own
passion, but assist others in developing theirs.
Sara operates a success coaching and training
business which has worked with individuals and
businesses to take themselves to the next level of
their success goals.
Sara believes that the only limitation a person
has on themselves, is the one they place on
themselves. If you want to let go of all limitations,
this join Sara in this training and start of your
journey TODAY!
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